English: Past Perfect exercises worksheet

name: ...................................... class: .......... date: .........................

Past Perfect regular verbs

had + past participle (3. form).

1. Past Perfect regular verbs: Fill in die correct form of the verb.

My bike had disappeared. (to disappear)

The bus had arrived. (to arrive)

The shop had opened on time. (to open)

The girl had followed her mother into the shop. (to follow)

The pupils had waited in the hall. (to wait)

The plane had already landed. (to land)

Sue had worked in that firm. (to work)

They had sailed to England. (to sail)

Mr Jones had tried to help. (to try)

The woman had lifted the lid. (to lift)

2. Past Perfect unregular verbs: Fill in the verb in the correct form.

I had seen the photos before. (to see)

He had written them a postcard. (to write)

They had shown me the house. (to show)

The train had left. (to leave)

The girl had taken the dog for a walk. (to take)

We had been to the cinema before. (to be)

The pupils had gone to the gym. (to go)

They had already eaten breakfast. (to eat)

Jake had known Sue before the party. (to know)

Peter had given him the tip. (to give)

I had eaten my breakfast. (to eat)

He had learned for years. (to learn)